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Abstract
Traffic in India is chaotic and unstructured; there is lack of lane
discipline, narrow roads, illegal parking and a wide variety of
vehicles because of which a lot of time gets wasted on the roads.
There are several in-roadways (pneumatic road tube, inductive
loop detectors, magnetic sensors, piezoelectric sensors, and weighin-motion) and over-roadway (video image processor, microwave
radar, infrared sensor, ultrasonic sensors, and passive acoustic
array sensors) traffic density sensing systems that exist for traffic
density monitoring. Though most of these are not suitable for traffic
scenario in India. Therefore, a different method to estimate traffic
density on road is required, which is inexpensive, non-intrusive
and energy-efficient. The cost of operation and maintenance is
also low. Day to day operations involve no human intervention.
For this purpose, magnetometer based sensing system is proposed,
tested and find suitable for use.
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I. Introduction
Traffic jamming is a major problem in our country, lot of time gets
wasted on the roads during jamming and numbers of accidents
occurring in the routine are increased due to congestion and
mismanaged way of traffic. Due to this traffic mismanagement,
various losses like human loss can also occur. The main reason
of heavy traffic congestion is because of unplanned city roads
architecture, inadequate road space and high population. India’s
population is growing rapidly at a national average rate of 1.2
percent per annum. With this rise, total car sales in the country
crossed two million units for the first time. The previous highest was
1,998,703 units in 2012. The count of two wheelers includes about
70 percent of the entire vehicle population. Traffic Congestion has
various impacts on environment, energy, economics and health.
Increasing the effectiveness and capability of current ground
conveyance network is made essential by the constant growth
in traffic density and inadequate construction of new highway
facilities in urban, intercity and rural areas. Research department of
transportation has the aim to enhance hauling gush of people and
goods. Intelligent traffic control becomes most important topic as
the population. For traffic management, a city’s local government
should have both real-time and historical data about the traffic
density on the road. This information can be used for controlling
traffic lights using adequate sensors and intelligent optimization
algorithms [4]. In future, however, this information can be used to
plan smart city by spotting areas of repeated crowding and build
alternative paths. Except from retaining the road infrastructure
in good condition, organizing traffic on the roads is mandatory.
Local governments mostly have low budgets to spend in real-time
based traffic density sensors. In India which is developing country,
funds are even less. So, in this condition, a system that senses and
estimates traffic on various roads would be very useful.
Since magnetometers by nature are passive which means they do
not conduct an energy field and can easily detect vehicle passing
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by sensing the disturbance in earth’s magnetic field [1]. It is so
accurate that it can detect vehicles having gap of a foot. They are
so highly sensitive that they can even detect the metal in pen’s
nib. The main advantage of magnetometers is that they are easily
available in market in cost effective range. They are compact in
size, highly sensitive, reliable, insensitive to inclement weather
conditions and immune to noise [2].Thus, we can conclude that
magnetometers are cost effective, flexible and have development
advantages [4]. A magnetometer based traffic density sensing
system can easily be made in a cost effective way so that it can
be introduced in our country, India.
II. Proposed Algorithm
A. Hardware of Sensing System
A 9 volt battery is attached and its output is given to linear
regulator 7803. After that Texas Instruments MSP430G2553,
that is controller here, is interfaced with Steval-MKI137V1, the
magnetometer, by Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). When the
vehicle passes by, there is a change in magnetic field of Earth
that is sensed by magnetometer. Then this signal is amplified
and fed to analog to digital convertor that converts the signal
in digital form. All this is done within magnetometer. After that
magnetometer and controller talk through SPI. When the vehicle
passes, the buzzer rings and led glows. The object detected is
shown on the console through Bluetooth module that is on Tera
Term. The sensing system works under varied road conditions.
It has high resolution and low response time.

Fig. 1: Hardware of Sensing System
B. Sensing System Algorithm
When the button is pressed, MSP initializes input, output and
task is run at scheduler. In scheduler, after every 100ms data is
received. If data is available then processing is done, if not then
again after 100ms, it tries again. Registers of x, y and z axis, pick
low and high values and make final values of x ,y and z axis. After
getting values, a button placed for checking. Every location has
different has different values of x, y and z axis values are calibrated
and null readings are taken and button is suspended for 10 or 15
seconds. If switch debouncing is 0, then flag is set. Sensitivity is
set to FS = ± 16 Gauss. Gauss calculations are according to the
table 3. If offset is ±100, then no object is detected. For heavy
objects, offset is set to ±400 to 500. Lower and upper limits are
set. If above that limit, then led glows and buzzer rings. If object
stops on device, buzzer will continue ringing. The sensing system
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will take average of ten times and then gives the output. At last,
count is shown on console through Bluetooth module.
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III. Experiment and Result
Firstly, testing is done with MSP Adapter board. When even a small
metal like headphones or nib of a pen is near the magnetometer LED
glows. Real-time testing is done outside C-DAC. Sensing System
is placed on the side walk at a height of about one meter. Large
number of vehicles plies outside the institute from two-wheelers
to four-wheelers. In this way, testing is done on different types of
vehicles. The aim of outside testing was to get real-time image if
sensing system works properly under varied conditions.

Set Up for Real-Time Testing Purpose

(a)				

(b)

Fig. 2: Sensing System Algorithm
Table 1: Gauss Calculations
Sr.
Sensitivity
No.

Count/
Gauss

Count
X_axis

Count
Y_axis

Count
Z_axis

1
2

6842
3421

-12849
1700

-1003
6500

5400
-9812

2281

-4001

-5678

4512

1711

11005

6585

-7210

3
4
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FS ± 4 Gauss
FS ± 8 Gauss
FS ± 12
Gauss
FS ± 16
Gauss
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Fig. 4: Outdoor Testing

(d)
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Table 2: Testing Results
Vehicle
Type
TwoWheelers
LCV

HCV

Speed (in
km/hr)
0-40
40-80
80-120
0-40
40-80
80-120
0-40
40-80
80-120

Distance (in meters)
<1
1-2
2-3























>3



Table 2 shows results that are observed in real- time testing
scenario. Hence, Magnetometer based sensing system is tested
and find suitable for use.
IV. Conclusion
It is concluded that if such a low-cost traffic density sensing
system is actually implemented in our country, then it will be very
beneficial from the economy point of view. Day to day operations
involve no human intervention For managing traffic on roads,
city’s administration will get real-time data about traffic prevailing
on its road network. In a long run, this information can be used
to plan a better road network, thus a smart city.
Various traffic density sensors are discussed along with their merits
and demerits. Therefore, a different method to estimate traffic
density on roads is introduced which is cheap and effective. So,
a magnetometer based real-time traffic density sensing system is
built and tested that works under varied road condition according
to Indian scenario. While testing, when vehicle passes by the
sensing system, magnetometer in it detects change in earth’s
magnetic field and gives information about it to the controller.
To indicate the vehicle presence LED glows and the buzzer rings.
On the other hand, the count is shown on console.
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